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The kit contains:
A DB EC1 C2 F1 F2

A:    1 pc    Tractor frame
B:    1 pair  Rear Wheels right and left    
C1:  1 pc    Three-point-linkage
                    prototype look-alike hook
C2:   1 pc   Three-point-linkage
                    with model hook

D :  
E :   
F1: 1 pc    Seat
F2: 1 pc    Seated driver
G:   1 st    Cab
H:   1 st    Metal wire 0,5 mm
I:     1 st    Decal set   (not on picture)

 2 pair of exhaust and intake pipes 
 1 pc    Steering wheel         

Unnpainted resin kit

Suitable tools:
- Sharp knife, scalpel or cutter blade
- Small drills or breakers, 0.4-1mm
- Fine needle file
- Fine-grained sandpaper
- Adhesive, liquid fast adhesive fits well

For painting:
- Water-based (acrylic) primer for model building
- Water based paint for colored layers
- Water-based lacquer, glossy / high gloss / matt
- Small brushes
- Airbrush if available.

1) Preparations:

- Search the web for pictures of the model to find suitable color variations and conditions

Volvo BM T650

The tractor was manufactured by Volvo BM
 between 1970 and 1982 in just over 26,000 copies.

The tractor has a 4-cylinder BM Volvo D42 engine 

Many 650s still serve today as an extra tractor
in small farms around the country.

*  Some details can be supplied with the supports remaining to protect the thin parts and facilitate painting.

G

Volvo BM T650

After 3D-printing, the parts have been washed and a number of the many supports from the print have been removed.
A fine grinding has also been made on the tractor frame and the cab reduce residues and traces of these supports.

On other parts, there are still some finishing work for the model builder to do, before the parts are ready to be painted
and assembled. The contact points of the supports leave small peaks, which can be carefully worked with
sharp knife (scalpel) and fingertip needle file.
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2) Painting:

 I do recommend painting the parts before assembling the parts
so that you get color on all surfaces that later could be difficult to access.

You will get the best result for painting with airbrush, if avaible.
Brush painting will of course work well if you make sure to keep the paint layers thin
.

1) Preparations, continued.....

Color suggestions

-- As usual, there are no exact colors,  the red tractor color ends in the range 3000-3004 on the RAL scale.
-  At the BM factory, the colors were mixed according to color variants from batch to batch.

 Then, colors were bleached and soiled after a period of use, so it is free to make your own blends.
- Some of the RAL codes  and tips on nearby Vallejo colors

- Red, body, rims          RAL  3000-3002  Vallejo Model air      71.269 Ral 3000 Red, 
                                                               Vallejo Model Color 70.908 Carmine red

- Green, Engine block   RAL 6000            Vallejo Model color  70.974  Green sky
                                          
  

A) All details are painted with a water-based primer for model building.
 The details with supports can remain on these during the painting work.

B)  The main color of the 650s were normally red
 - All parts, except exhaust pipes, steering wheel, seat and driver can be painted first
 with the main color with an airbrush (or by hand with an ordinary brush) 

 - When the paint has dried, parts that should have different colors can be hand painted
       with a fine brush

Volvo BM T650

Other details where the supports already have been removed
- Cut and trim away peaks and protruding residues that remain after the removed supports,
 in any case, on visible surfaces and surfaces that should be in contact with other details.

Details where the supports remain:
- Feel free to keep the details that have the supports left until they are painted.
 The details are thin and delicate and some can disappear easily on the workbench.

- Remove some of the supports to reveal the detail for easier access during painting.

Tractors are normally heavily dimensioned, but in model some parts become a little brittle.
Be careful when handling the front wheels and other thin details such as
the three-point lift and the manifold intake on the bonnet

Tractor frame
- Should be polished from delivery, but still check out
 if there is something that needs improvement.

The front axles are very brittle, and can easily be broken if
the model falls with the front wheels down.
 - If you glue the supplied 11 mm metal wire along the front axle

 hopefully you can reduce the risk of the shaft going off. 
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What color on which parts?

 - On delivery the engine block had a greenish color ("BM engine green") with details 
 in black and metal but over time the engine room became darker with dirt and oil spill.

 - The rims are red

 - The tires are painted black, with “clay color” in the tire treads if you wish

 - The radiator at the front is painted black (or with aluminium tone)

 - Headlights in the radiator.
 - White or silver lenses

 - Rear lights at the rear of the rear fender
 - Two-piece lenses - from the outside - Orange flashers,  towards the center - red,

 - Exhaust and intake pipes can be painted black or with a grayish metallic appearance.

 - Seat, black or brown

 - The tractor driver, painted as you wish
 

2) Painting, continued.....

Volvo BM T650
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3) Rear wheels
- Check that the shafts go into the holes on the rims
 If not, open the hole with a suitable small drill / chisel
 The mounting ring on the inside of the rim (yellow) shall
 glued be to the inside of the mudguard

- Note that the direction of the tire pattern should be
 as in the picture.

- Usually the printing process leaves a slightly deformed 
  part on the tires.  
  Assemble that side of the tyre downwards.
- Glue and adjust the angle of the wheels and let the
 model rest until the glue dried

4) Three-point linkage with towbar

The kit comes with two variants of the three-point linkage
- The yellow one, to the left, with a simple connecting pin
 can be used if you want to attach a model wagon in the hook.

- The blue one, on the right, should look more alike a real
 variant of the towbar.

- The detail should be pushed into the recesses in the stern
 and glued to the yellow-marked surfaces.

- Adjust the position so that it is mounted straight

- The placement should be as in the lower picture.
  

- Make sure the mounting hole on the dashboard is open.

- Carefully cut the steering wheel from the last supports
 at the taper just above the lower "lump"
 on the steering column.

- The steering column must be brought down to the small
   distance bar reaches the dashboard.

- The steering column is glued with a drop of glue in the 
  hole before the rod is brought down.

5) Steering wheel

- Choose whether the model should be built with an 
 empty seat or with a  seated driver

- The seat is glued in the marked recess
 above the drive shaft.

6) Seat or seated driver?
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If some details need color enhancement after assembly, make it now.
To protect the model, it should also be clearcoated.

If the model is to have decals, the surfaces must first be painted with glossy clear lacquer, then the decals will 
adhere better. After the decals have been put in place, the model can be painted with matte or semi-matte varnish 
if desired to imitate a more used tractor.

8) Color enhancement and clearcoat

The T650 tractors used to have Volvo decals along 
the bonnet on both sides.

The decal set includes decals in three variants
- "VOLVO BM" on white or dark background
- "BM - VOLVO" on white background. 

9) Volvo decals 

The decal paper consists of two layers that both cover the entire surface, 
so the text is not a separate  loose "island" on the decal kit.
- One base sheet of paper to be soaked
- One image layer of clear film with print.

The texts are very small and the decal strips become very narrow and must be handled with care.

On the whole decal sheet:
- First cut lightly with sharp knife so that it only goes through the top foil around the selected texts.
- Cut along the cut marks on the sheet. (the white background is poorly visible).
- Then cut through the entire sheet a couple of three millimeters outside the texts and soak the detail for 
  about 30 seconds
- Transfer the sticker to the model. It should be placed on the sides of the bonnet.

- When the decal has dried you can soften it with eg Micro set  to make it better follow the surface..

- When the decal is dry again, the model should be protected with clear lacquer. 

The cab is delivered without "window glass".
The tractor can be built with, without or with detachable cab.
The cab should rest on the yellow-marked surfaces on rear 
mudscreens and cabin floor.

The lower corners of the cab may need to be sanded from the 
remains of the supports so that the bottom lies all the way to the floor and screen.

7) Cabin

Volvo BM T650
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9) Intake and exhaust pipes

- Carefully cut away the painted pipes
 from the supports

- Glue the long exhaust pipe into the hole on
 the left side of the bonnet.

- Glue the intake pipe into the right hole.

- Put a color cloth on the unpainted cuts
 at the top of the pipes.

Unfortunately, the thin pipes are very brittle. Therefore, there is an extra pair included. 
If any pipe breaks, it is possible to drill out of the hole with 0.5 mm drill and insert a spare pipe.
if you remember where you stored it:-), or replace it with a slightly stronger metal wire.
  

Volvo BM T650
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